General Treatise Statutes Rules Constructions
interpretation of statutes: a treatise - itatonline - 3. cardinal rules for interpretation of taxing statutes .
3.1 rule of literal interpretation . this is the most widely used rule of interpretation in taxing statutes. schaffer
law library’s guide on new york state legislative ... - schaffer law library’s guide on new york state
legislative history materials introduction the common-law rules of construction, developed by the courts, are
summarized in n.y. jur. 2d statutes, and in statutes, book 1 of mckinney's consolidated laws of new york (a
treatise written by the publisher, not a law enacted by the legislature). the nineteenth century legal
treatises - archival solutions - treatise on constitutional limitations upon the national and state legislative
power, with a chapter on parliamentary law and parliamentary privileges, by platt potter. fiche: 35199-35206
dwarris, fortunatus, sir, 1786-1860. a general treatise on statutes : their rules of construction, and the proper
boundaries of legislation the case of the speluncean explorers: twentieth-century ... - 9. see sir
fortunatus dwarris, a general treatise on statutes: their rules of construction and the proper boundaries of
legislation and ofjudicial inter-pretation 143-44 (albany, william gould & sons 1871); g.a. endlich, a
commentary on the interpretation of statutes 4 (jersey city, frederick d. linn & co. 1888); listing the canons
of construction - this rule is an outgrowth of previous rules, and allows the court to consider various societal
and economic outcomes of different interpretations of a statute when determining the intent of the legislature.
7. statutes should be given a, “reasonable and practical interpretation, in accord with common sense.”31
principles of statutory interpretation - ohio lsc - "notwithstand" the general statute in the exception or
add "except as provided in" to the general statute. if statutes are irreconcilable, the statute with the latest
effective date prevails. o if the statutes have the same effective date, the statute prevails that is latest in its
passage by the legislature. o r.c. 1.52. iii. legislative history values - yale law school - taken place at the
time of, or prior to, the passage of the bill"); f. dwarris, a general treatise on statutes and their rules of
construction 143- 45 (1871) (with american notes & addi-tions by justice platt potter) (no mention of role for
legislative history in construing statutes, obvi- secondary authority and other research sources ... secondary authority and other research sources— ... each set has a table of statutes, rules, and regulations
that lists the title and section where specific statutes, rules, and regulations are cited. ... law, a treatise does
much more. it provides a much greater in-depth discussion of the law and will explain, analyze, and criticize
the law. ... t changing approach to the i statutes - a general treatise on statutes: their rules of
construction, and the proper boundaries of legis (2 ed, w benning, london, 1848) 564. t. he c hanging a
pproach to the i nterpretation of s tatutes 983 of the subject, we cannot be surprised at the great sanction
given to this rule of construction,
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